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The threat to a building depends on a wide range factors. Additionally, different risk zones of varying
intensity can be defined, depending on the location of the building (vehicle access possibilities, nature
of other buildings located round about, etc.) and its specific architecture. An analysis of the building is
therefore the essential first step in devising an optimum security concept.
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Combining properties

To reduce the risk of injury through flying objects, a combination of explosion resistance and high
impact resistance is essential. Because of the flying debris, explosion resistance, i.e. splinter retention,
by itself is usually far from sufficient in the high to medium risk zones.
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1. Security film fitted only to the edge, without any further
anchoring. Risk: The laminated pane can be projected
inside all in one piece.
2. Security film extends under the pane holding profile:
Suitable mode of installation for low risk zones.
3. Additional frame anchoring with special silicone:
Suitable mode of installation for medium risk zones.
4. Additional mechanical anchoring with Proficon security
profile: Suitable mode of installation for high risk zones.

1. Impact resistance trial using ball drop test:
Suitable test for determining the impact resistance
through high energy impact concentrated on one point.
2. Impact resistance trial using pendular impact test:
Less suitable test for impact resistance through energy
impact spread over an area.
1.

2.
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together, as in New York or Singapore, and cause very severe damage
– in contrast to pressure waves that occur where there are few or only
low-rise buildings.
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HAVERKAMP is security approved by the government for
special facilities and member in following associations:
VSW

NW

V erband für Sicherheit in der Wirtschaft (VSW) e.V.
(in NRW/Bayern/Baden Würtemberg)
Verband deutscher Sicherheitsingenieure e.V.
American Society for Industrial Security

INTERNATIONAL

Advancing Security Worldwide®

B HE Bundesverband der Hersteller und Errichter
von Sicherheitssystemen e.V.
A IMCAL Association of Industrial Metallizers,
Coaters and Laminators  
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The following companies and
institutions – to name only a very
few – entrust their security to
HAVERKAMP:
Bosch, Daimler Chrysler, Siemens,
Bayer Leverkusen, IBM, Metro Group,
Merck, EON, KFOR Troops, German
Foreign Ministry, German Armed
Forces, Museum of Modern Art,
United Nations organisations, etc.
Authorised and certified partners
throughout the world – e.g. in
Scandinavia, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Japan, Malaysia, Thailand, Korea,
South Africa, Kenya, Mexico, Saudi
Arabia – ensure international
security with HAVERKAMP products.
Further information on the company
and a comprehensive reference list
can be found at www.haverkamp.de
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All references to tests and test certificates relate to standardise applications. Resistance values must be seen within the context of the various risk classes.

and www.profilon.com.

